Installation
Guide
ASHLAND ™ FIRE PIT
Naturally Elegant
This elegant build-it-yourself fire pit
will enhance your outdoor living area
dramatically. The Ashland™ pit can
come with either a steel fire ring, or
can be finished with a 4-piece radius
coping. It can be used for wood-burning fires or fitted for natural gas.
Now you can have that focal point on
your patio that you and your friends
can enjoy for a lifetime.

Installation
Guide
FOUNDATION
Place and compact a level base with gravel extended beyond the Ashland
Fire Pit by at least 4 inches. The surface of the leveling pad should extend
below grade by 2 inches. If you are using a concrete paver base, place
the Ashland Fire Pit directly onto the base. Fill the bottom with 2-4 inches
of sand for drainage.

THE FIRST LAYER OF BLOCK
Lay out the Ashland Fire Pit with a 32.5” diameter from the inside wall.
Use 17 blocks per layer. Adjustments to the circle of blocks may be necessary to ensure alignment as the blocks should fit tightly together. Ensure the first layer is level.
Important Note:
Burning large items or trash in fire pits may
cause damage to block units. Our fire features
are designed strictly for small campfires.

ADDITIONAL LAYERS
Glue the second layer of blocks above the first layer using a
concrete-approved adhesive. Each layer should offset so that
each stone is centered with the center of the two stones beneath.

FIRE PIT COLORS

NewLine recommends a steel insert to protect
block and coping units. NewLine will not be
held liable for damage to the fire pit or coping if
an insert is not used.

ASHLAND ROUND PIT

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

4-Piece Radius Coping
50” outside dia.; 29 1/2” inside dia.
coastal tan

fieldstone

granite

mesquite

Dimensions (in)
48 1/2 outside dia.
32 1/2 inside dia.
22 1/2 tall

pieces
87

wt./pallet
1685

COPING COLORS

charcoal

mocha
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Steel Insert
(Works with or without coping.)

